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Our inflatable gymnastic mat is made of high quality PVC laminated fabric. It is gas-tight and durable. Our mats can be fold and unfold quickly.
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Compared with the traditional foam-based mat, it occupies less space after deflating. The storage and transportation become pretty simple and
economic. You can carry the mat to your office, the gym, park and so on. It only takes several minute to inflate or deflate with hand
pumpFeatureHigh quality material:The inflatable mat is made of PVC laminated fabric. It is gas-tight and durable due to advanced production
technology and superior-quality materialsWide application:It is applicable to all-level tumbling competitions and repetitive training. It can be
utilized in high-performance training, gymnastic exercises,home entertainment and so onEasy to use:Two durable handles on both sides make it
easy to move. The valve has excellent air proof function.The mat will maintain its pressure for daysEasy to store and carry:It can be folded and
unfolded quickly.Compared with the traditional foam-based mat, it occupies less space after deflating.The storage and transportation become
pretty simple and economicFree hand pump:Hand pump included for easy inflating or deflating the mat.It only takes several
minutesSpecificationColor:Gray BlueMaterial:PVC laminated fabricNet weight:20 lbsDimension : 118'' (L) x 40'' (H) x 4'' (E)Package includes:1 x
inflatable gymnastic mat1 x pump1 x repair kit 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
151,90 €

Discount -32,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerCostway 

Description High quality material:The inflatable mat is made of PVC laminated fabric.Easy to useEasy to store and carryDimension : 118'' (L) x
40'' (H) x 4'' (E) 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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